$1--ound the Yrade
Supplier of Choice - a new slogan for the DTC
Language is rule bound, which means
that like mathematics, language can
only work if both the user and the
reader or listener both apply the same
rules - if they do, then communication
is achieved.

De Beers, in its recent re-invention
of itself, has reserved the term 'De
Beers' as its brand name and refers to
the company as the the Diamond
Trading Company (OTC). It has a new
slogan - 'Supplier of Choice' (it has not
dropped its most famous slogan - dia
monds are still forever). Unfortunately
there is a three-way ambiguity in its
new slogan. It could refer to its prod
ucts (i.e. buyers will choose to buy its
products), to its customers (i.e. they
will prefer to come to the OTC rather
than to any other supplier) or to itself
(i.e. it will choose its customers). I am
sure the former meanings were
intended at the launch, i.e. customers
will go and ask for De Beers' products.
Unfortunately the last meaning has
been given significance by the trade,
i.e. the OTC will supply only clients of
its own choosing.

Clients of choice?

There is nothing new in this; the
OTC has always supplied only clients
of its own choosing, i.e. its sight hold
ers. The fear in the trade is that it will
drastically cut down the number of its
sight holders. At the beginning of its
restructuring it called all its sight hold
ers to London, explained its new poli
cies, and the members were reduced
to about one hundred and twenty.
Many feel that this number will eventu
ally be reduced further.
The situation was further exacer
bated by the OTC announcing that it no
longer regarded itself as the
'Custodian of the trade'. The argument
for this position was that whereas in
the past it controlled over 90% of the
world's rough diamonds and their dis
tribution, in recent years DTC's share
had dropped to about 60%.
Anyone familiar with the diamond
trade knows that there are very few
large players. Most traders are family
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businesses run by one person or small
partnerships, and it is this structure
that has been responsible for the dis
tribution of diamonds from the rough to
the polished state and eventually to
manufactured jewellery. Consolidation
into larger units has occurred mainly
at the retail end where we now have
multiples as well as the independent
jewellers.

Branded jewellery

Congress at which there are many
more participants and which has a
larger social programme.
At the last meeting the WFDB
tackled the problem of the DTC's new
strategies and how they might affect
their members. They requested a
meeting with the OTC and this was
held in July in London where the OTC
entertained a small delegation from
the WFDB. A similar meeting with the
OTC was arranged by a small delega
tion of the International Diamond
Manufacturers Association (IDMA)
who represent the diamond cutters.

Traditionally sight holders were
allowed to sell parts of their sight, i.e.
rough diamonds to other cutters and
polishers, and thus many more than
just the sight holders would share that
pie. The trade has argued that the
DTC's intention to see the sale of its
branded diamond jewellery in the mar
ket means that it will need to control all
the steps in its production and this will
be best done with far fewer sight hold
ers. They will work with a few select
manufacturers to produce jewellery
that can be guaranteed to contain only
De Beers diamonds. This analysis was
given weight by the OTC saying that
they wished to work far more closely
with their clients and expected them to
play a larger role in creating demand
and marketing, and by taking over a
greater proportion of the promotion of
diamond jewellery. This would mean
the end of many, if not most, of those
intermediaries who are now in the dis
tribution chain.
This interpretation has not been
fully accepted by the OTC.

At both meetings the OTC reas
sured the trade that it was never their
intention to bypass a large section of
the distributors of rough and polished
diamonds. The WFDB represents over
20,000 members and these in turn work
with many dealers and other distribu
tors who are not members of the
bourses. The OTC was worried by the
fact that the sale of luxury goods in the
world was growing but the sale of dia
monds was dropping. For example, in
Japan the sale of luxury goods rose by
12% yet diamond sales declined by 7%.
They felt that a more aggressive
approach to the sale of diamonds had
to be undertaken and their 'Supplier of
Choice' marketing was a way of alert
ing the trade to this situation, as well
as promoting the sale of their own dia
monds over those sold from other
sources.

TYPDB and the DTC

Diamond promotion

The World Federation of Diamond
Bourses (WFDB), comprising all the
important diamond bourses world
wide, holds an international congress
every two years. In the intermediary
years the Presidents hold a meeting,
and one such gathering has just taken
place in ldar-Oberstein. Much work is
done at these meetings, in that it is a
much smaller group, consisting of only
one representative from each bourse.
They tackle current problems and set
the agenda for the forthcoming

DTC assurances

The OTC wants a closer partner
ship with their sight holders and would
like to see them spending money in
promoting diamonds. They argue that
while the other luxury trades can
spend up to 10% of their sales revenue
on advertising, the diamond trade
spends less than 1 %, and most of this
comes from the OTC itself.

Conflict with EU

The OTC has for many years fallen
foul of the USA anti-trust laws, as
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.Luseum fews
Jan Yager - City Flora/City Flotsam
Victoria and Albert Museum, London.
5 April - 3 August 2001

American 'realist' jeweller Jan
Yager, whose 'City Flora/City Flotsam'
collection of recent work was shown
at the V&A this year, feels a commit
ment to illuminate social/political
issues through her art. She also aims
to disturb, to 'unsettle' the observer.
Exploiting the intimate power of jew
ellery to convey meaning and emotion,
she attempts to re-animate the past
and forge links with the present.
'Rooted in history yet undeniably of its
place and time' her work is layered
with historic, cultural and political
meaning and focuses on the ugly
underside of today's busy, crowded,
urban environments.
Controversially, the materials she
employs give equal place and weight
to found objects (the detritus of the
drug culture, and buttons, coins,
stones, which she collects from the
pavements around her Philadelphia
studio) as to precious metals.
There are two distinct groups in
the exhibition. The first celebrates the
unheeded natural world underfoot in
city streets. Sturdy plants, deter
minedly thrusting upwards through
cracks in the pavements, become
purslane flower and chicory leaf
brooches of cast silver, gold and bur
nished copper. A tall silhouetted mass
of flowers and leaves form a striking
tiara, and a torn and bruised dandelion

Purslane brooch by Jan Yager. Oxidized
sterling silver, embossed, pressed,
fabricated. Photo: Jack Ramsdale.
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'Tire tread texture dandelion leaf' by Jan Yager. Oxidized sterling silver and 18 ct gold,
embossed tire tread texture, fabricated, length 17 cm. Photo Jack Ramsdale.
leaf, a brooch of oxidised silver with a
fine gold spine. The surface of this
fragile object is textured not with its
own veining but, ironically, with the
imprint of a passing motor tyre. These
elegiac pieces differ strikingly from the
second group, whose mundane mate
rials are a poignant testimony of the
tragedy of drug dependency and the
violence and criminality which attend
it - plastic crack vials and caps,
syringes, some cast in silver, and brass
bullet casings - from which larger,
more ambitious pieces are finely con
structed on silver wire and finished
with silver clasps. Underlying all of
Yager's work are her beliefs about jew
ellery as a mnemonic, as lieux de
memoire, a spur to recollections of the
past. Referring directly back to
Europe's colonial history in America
and Africa, and to the deeds of the 16th
and 17th century colonists and traders,
she uses the bright, primary-coloured
plastics at her disposal, to mimic the
beads of Masai wedding collars or to
form a mosaic pattern, in a recreation
of the 'Wampum Belt' symbolising land
rights, which was presented to William
Penn by the Lenni Lenape Indians in
1683. And in an outstanding piece,
Yager vividly invokes this world, creat-

ing a fluted ruff from transparent plas
tic elements woven together on silver
wire. A powerful example of jewellery
as mnemonic, it triggers thoughts of
the ruffs of stiffened lace worn per
haps by the Conquistadors, and the
men who sailed their cargoes of
bartered goods and slaves to the New
Deirdre O'Day
World.

Diamants
Exhibition held in Paris from 10 March
to 15 July 2001

Writing this after the advertised
close of the exhibition on 15 July, I
could wish that the collections on dis
play in Paris in the gallery usually
devoted to the excellent mineral col
lection of the Museum National
d'Histoire Naturelle could either be
kept there in their present form in per
petuity or that they could be trans
ferred to some appropriate site in
London! A quick visit via Eurostar
enabled the whole collection to be vis
ited comfortably within two hours and
if the visitor was in a hurry one hour
would be quite sufficient to show some
of the world's finest - often named diamonds as well as a great amount of
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